
Brain Process 01
Apparent Motion

Flip Books and Movies



Materials:
1. Index cards
2. A binding clip
3. A pencil
4. A window or other

light source

Instructions
1. Draw a figure on an index card.
2. Place the index card upon the light source and place a 

second index card on top of the first.
3. Trace the image of the first card onto the second.
4. Change the position of one detail of the image slightly so as

to give the illusion of movement if the two cards were
flipped.

5. Place a third card over the second (you may have to remove 
the first card if the light does not come through.

6. Continue tracing the figure onto the next card(s) whilke
changing, ever so slightly,  the position of the moving detail.

7. When finished, clip the cards into one bunch.
8. Flip the edge and watch the image “move” as you brain 

processes the images.



Apparent Motion

Every time you watch cartoons you experience an optical illusion called apparent motion. 

Your brain perceives that the characters in the pictures are moving when you are seeing many still 
pictures flashing rapidly before your eyes. 

Why is this so? your brain tries to make sense of what you are looking at by a brain process called  
“smoothing out” the individual images making up the cartoon,  into one changing but continuous
scene. 

Scientists theorize that our brains fill in the unknown by putting all of the pieces together and filling 
in the  missing images, from memories already in our brain. Our minds, then,  form the illusion of 
movement. Our brains do this when we watch movies, cartoons and when we blink.



Questions
1. If you flip the pages slowly, why doesn’t it look like a 

movie?

2. Which movie looks smoother; more pictures or less
pictures?

3. How were the very first movies made?


